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Dawn Carmichael of Carmichael Consulting says she feels like her clients do all
the hard work; but that they need her to let
the world know. The hospitals which have
chosen her agency are skilled in delivering first class medical care, and her home
builder clients know all there is to know
about construction and development. But in
the area of marketing and public relations,
often these professionals need an expert to
creatively package and dynamically market
what is essentially their product. Without
this crucial element all their efforts, investments, and skill may go unnoticed and unrewarded by the public.
Dawn’s career in the marketing arena
started 14 years ago with a buyer position in
cooperative advertising. She immediately
“just felt it was me, I was born to market.”
An opportunity to explore the sales side of
things led her to the Dallas Business Journal, heading their real estate department.
She did so well they gave her the medical
department as well. Later positions brought
her to AOL and then to LandPlan, jobs that
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all developed her background and contacts
in the real estate and medical fields. During
this time Dawn saw many ways ad agencies
could improve what they offer and really
enhance their client services, overall business model and billing system, leading her to
establish Carmichael Consulting.
In the seven years since, Dawn has
become a well recognized marketing and
public relations guru for the upper-end
luxury home builder and medical fields. In
a testament to sticking with what you know,
she says she’s done so well with those fields
they’re the only areas from which she takes
clients.
Once a client is on board Dawn describes herself as similar to an in-house ad
agency. But better, because once she forms
a plan she draws on a huge field of vendor
partners, “all people I’ve collected over the
past 14 years in the agency business.” This
approach allows her to develop a customized
team of experts for each project and work
closely with each client. She notes she operates a pretty “lean” business model; she has

one assistant and often a summer intern, so
she is the one heading out of the office, going
to every meeting.
With a love for creativity and elegance,
Dawn will go to the extremes to create a vision and her work is always eye catching. A
recent business card design she completed
used real gold in the lettering, printed on
suede cards. The logo alone absorbed about
10 hours of research drawing on sources of
inspiration as diverse as cattle brands and
wine labels. Once Dawn saw a car painted
the perfect color for a flyer she was designing and flew down the interstate taking pictures. She notes, “I like marketing from the
stand point of being the best,” a necessary
aim in today’s world of sensory overload.
The status quo isn’t enough, “it’s about doing
something special that stands out.”
Of course getting results is the most
important, rewarding aspect for a marketer, “when I can tell I was a part of their
success.” A beautiful brochure design,
interactive website, or creative internet ad
campaign doesn’t mean much if it doesn’t
bring in business. Recently the Dallas
Morning News asked her to put together a
last-minute story on building outdoor kitchens, and in a matter of hours she had compiled pictures and arranged an interview
with a builder. A banker saw the article and
contacted the builder to complete the multimillion dollar house. Another builder Dawn
worked with went from building 7 homes in
a year to 23. She is always finding ways to be
an invaluable component of the businesses
she works for, always looking for opportunities for them. She loves the relationships
she builds with those clients, “seeing them
through their lives, I know their families, it’s
about a journey I take with them.”
Dawn also uses technology savvy to get
results in new ways, before anyone else. “My
future is invested in the internet… I want to
take advantage of future opportunities and
gain market share for my clients through the
internet.” She has an eye on social media,
QR codes and behavioral targeting and notes
people have gotten away from advertising
messages. “Incoming marketing” is the way
to go, a relatively new concept that involves a
“huge presence on the internet, a high ranking website, it’s about showing yourself as
an expert’ and then letting the people and
prospects come to you.”
With an inspiring zeal for her profession, Dawn has an uplifting, well rounded
approach to her job and life. She loves the
daily, “amazing things” she gets to do and her
career expertise is reflected in her impressive
client list. She says, “I have the best job ever.
I really feel like marketing is in my heart. I
can’t turn it off.” Based on what her clients
have to say, it doesn’t sound like she will ever
need to. Visit CarmichaelConsulting.com for
more information. 214-417-5527

